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Introduction
In July 1998, rain entered Jules Tritschler’s Arizona home and caused extensive damage.1
The home was insured under Allstate Insurance Company’s “Deluxe Plus Homeowners Policy,”2
which included actual cash value (ACV) and replacement cost value coverage for both the
structure and the contents.3 Allstate recommended Better Way Services, Inc. to make the repairs,
whose estimate included 10 percent profit and 10 percent overhead charges.4 After Tritschler
fired Better Way for its allegedly substandard work, he accepted Allstate’s offer to “cash out” his
repair claim.5 Allstate paid Better Way what it claimed it was owed for work performed,
including amounts for general contractor overhead and profit (GCOP), and then paid Tritschler
an amount that “represented the difference between Better Way's estimated cost of repair and the
amount Allstate paid Better Way.”6 Allstate excluded GCOP listed on the Better Way estimate
from its payment to Tritschler.7
Tritschler hired a public adjuster, who submitted a demand for an additional $7,967 in
GCOP that Allstate refused to pay.8 Tritschler completed the remaining repairs himself, and then
sued Allstate for breach of contract and bad faith for their refusal to pay GCOP.9 Following the
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refusal, Tritschler’s independent public adjuster inquired of Allstate’s adjuster: “[H]ow does
Allstate legally justify withholding overhead and profit from the insureds?”10 No answer was
ever given, no legal opinion was ever sought, nor did Allstate follow up in any way on this
inquiry.11 Its silence spoke volumes. On appeal, the court held that an insured can recover
GCOP as part of ACV, whether or not repairs are actually completed, as long as the cost to repair
or replace the damaged property would likely require the services of a general contractor.12
Allstate did not seek legal opinion, or follow up on the public adjuster’s request, because it had
no justification for excluding GCOP regardless of whether Better Way, Tritschler, or no one
completed the repairs.
This paper argues that GCOP is properly included in a property claim settlement for ACV
in states which follow the “broad evidence” or “replacement cost less depreciation” rules
whether or not the insured property is actually repaired or replaced, and that GCOP should be
included in ACV calculations in all jurisdictions. Part I provides background on the role of the
general contractor, profit, and overhead in a property claim, and on property insurance and the
typical policy language involved in a dispute over GCOP. Part II introduces the debate over
whether an insurance company may withhold or refuse to pay GCOP where repairs are not yet
made. Part III discusses the standards for when GCOP must be included. Finally, Part IV
recommends that public adjusters support the inclusion of GCOP in a building claim settlement
as a matter of law and sound public policy, and offers a suggestion for changing the practice of
excluding GCOP in states that have not yet adopted the majority rule.
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I. Background
A. General Contractor Profit and Overhead
A general contractor is “[o]ne who contracts for the completion of an entire project,
including purchasing all materials, hiring and paying subcontractors, and coordinating all the
work.”13 General contractors hire all the trades necessary for the project, and sequence,
coordinate, and supervise their work.14 They also research zoning and permit requirements, and
obtain the necessary permits.15 Licensing and certification of general contractors varies by state,
but typically requirements include experience, good moral character, financial responsibility, and
an exam.16,17 A majority of states that do not require general contractor or contractor licenses
still require licenses for specialty contractors.18
Overhead represents costs incurred by a general contractor to operate its business,19 and
can be divided into general and job-specific overhead. General overhead involves a variety of
costs typically involved in doing business, including office rent, staff, equipment, and supplies;
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sales, marketing, and advertising costs; and finance charges.20 Job-specific overhead includes
costs directly related to a specific job other than expenditures for labor and materials.21 It may
include costs for “building permits, fees and inspections, utility hook-up charges, construction
drawings … , surveys, erosion control …, construction driveway, culvert or curb cut, interior
cleaning of the building prior to occupancy, and site security.”22
Profit is defined generally as “the excess of revenue over expenditures in a business
transaction.”23 In essence, it is the positive return on an investment into a business undertaking.
In the context of building construction and contracting, profit is “the fee charged by a general
contractor for construction services provided.” 24 Profit and overhead can vary significantly
across different general contractors, but is routinely stated as a percentage of the total cost of
construction.25 Industry custom generally dictates that GCOP are calculated as 20% of the
amount of the estimated cost of repair or replacement, with 10% attributable to overhead and
10% attributable to profit.26
B. Property Insurance Policies and Claims
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Property insurance is the oldest form of commercial insurance, dating to shipping in the
Middle Ages.27 By the late 1950s, comprehensive homeowners’ policies that incorporated
multiple types of coverage in one policy were created.28 Typically, homeowners insurance today
covers the dwelling, personal property and contents, and some forms of liability.29 Businesses
often buy property insurance as part of a commercial multi-peril or commercial package policy,
which provide comprehensive protection in a single policy.30
There are three types of coverage available in property insurance policies: replacement
cost coverage, ACV coverage, or a combination of both. Replacement cost policies are designed
to protect a policyholder from receiving less as a result of depreciation, and “reimburse[] an
insured for the full cost of repairs, if she repairs or rebuilds the building, even if that results in
putting the insured in a better position than she was in before the loss.”31 Replacement costs are
typically limited to the policy’s dollar amount.32 An ACV policy is “a pure indemnity contract;
its purpose is to make the insured whole, but never to benefit him because a [covered event]
occurred.”33 The terms “repair cost” or “replacement cost” are not typically defined in a
property insurance policy.34
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Most property insurers provide replacement cost coverage, but policies rarely oblige an
insurance company to pay more than ACV as of the time of the loss unless and until the insured
property is actually repaired or replaced.35 Where an insured property is not repaired or replaced,
insurers must provide the ACV of the repairs. The following language is typical of a
homeowners’ policy provision for property loss settlement:
Loss Settlement. Covered property losses are settled as follows:
…
b.

We will pay the cost to repair or replace buildings under
Coverage A subject to the following:
(1)

Until actual repair or replacement is completed, we
will pay the actual cash value of the damage to
the buildings, up to the policy limit, not to exceed
the replacement cost of the damaged part of the
buildings for equivalent construction and use on the
same premises;

(2)

You must make claim within 180 days after the loss
for any additional payment on a replacement cost
basis.
Any additional payment is limited to the amount
you actually and necessarily spend to repair or
replace the damaged buildings with equivalent
construction and for equivalent use on the same
premises[.]36

ACV, undefined in the above policy, generally refers to the current cost to repair or replace
covered property with like materials, adjusted for physical deterioration.37
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Since the term is usually undefined, courts use one of three rules to determine ACV.38
Under the market value rule, the ACV of the property considers what a willing buyer would give
and what a willing seller would accept for the property in the market, and awards the difference
between the market value of the property before and after the loss.39 Under the replacement cost
less depreciation rule, depreciation is deducted from the estimated cost of repair or replacement
of the damaged property to determine the ACV.40 Finally, under the broad evidence rule, every
fact and circumstance that logically tends to establish a correct estimate of the true economic
value of the property must be considered.41 At least twenty four states follow the broad evidence
rule,42 ten follow the market value rule,43 and four follow the replacement cost less depreciation
rule.44 Two states define ACV as replacement cost including depreciation, and ten states have no
first party property cases that address the issue.45
II. Debate on Contractor Overhead and Profit
The debate on coverage for GCOP is traced to a dispute over coverage on a homeowners
insurance policy issued by State Farm Fire & Casualty Insurance Company in Kentucky. In
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Snellen v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.,46 a fire damaged home was covered by replacement cost
insurance issued by State Farm. The policy, almost identical to the State Farm HO5 Policy
included, supra, provided that State Farm would only “pay the cash value of the damage, up to
the policy limit, until actual repair or replacement is completed.”47 No repairs were undertaken
on the property, so the insured’s recovery was limited to ACV under (c) (2) of the policy.
ACV was not defined under the policy, and State Farm withheld GCOP, permits, and
depreciation. State Farm argued that under the replacement cost policy, the insured must
actually incur an expense of replacement before the total amount payable for the replacement is
paid.48 Because GCOP are not incurred until paid, according to State Farm, “the insurance
carrier is entitled to withhold those portions of adjusted loss until the insured actually pays”49 for
them.
The court agreed. It noted that Kentucky courts have varyingly applied the replacement
cost less depreciation rule, the broad evidence rule, and the fair market value rule. Finding “no
exclusive method for determining [ACV] of damage to buildings,”50 the Court placed emphasis
on arriving at the true value of the damage, suggesting it was embracing the fair market value
rule. The court extended this rationale to GCOP, reasoning that “since the goal is to arrive at the
[ACV] of the damage, non-damage factors which are applicable only in the instance of repair or
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replacement such as clean up, profit, overhead, and permits, were properly deducted.”51
Reasoning that the foregoing factors have no relevance to the value of the damage but instead
only to the cost incurred to rebuild, the court upheld State Farm’s exclusion of GCOP in its
calculation of ACV.
Following this ruling, “many other carriers started to withhold [GCOP] as a matter of
routine claims practice.”52 In Florida, the issue was brought to light by Hurricane Andrew when
consumer complaints spurred the Florida Dept. of Insurance to issue a bulletin prohibiting
anything less than full replacement cost.53 After Hurricane Ike swept through Texas, the Texas
Department of Insurance received 47 complaints involving GCOP over the next year.54 As a
general rule, following Snellen,55 “claim for contractor’s profit and overhead [were] typically
rejected by the insurance company in situations where the insured repairs the property himself
because the insured has not employed a general contractor.”56
III. When GCOP Must Be Included
At the outset, it is important to acknowledge that insurance companies generally do not
exclude GCOP in determinations of ACV settlements where a general contractor is actually used
and repairs or replacements are made.57 The dispute surrounding GCOP, instead, centers on
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whether an insurer is obligated to include GCOP in a calculation of ACV for a building claim
settlement irrespective of whether the property was actually repaired or replaced, and by
extension irrespective of whether a general contractor was actually hired. In general, this issue
arises where the insured does not intend to repair or replace the insured property, and thus does
not intend to hire a general contractor. On this issue, two divergent views exist, at least in part
dependent on the rule governing calculation of ACV.58
A. Minority View
In the minority of jurisdictions, GCOP are not properly included as ACV unless “actually
incurred.”59 As discussed, supra, the genesis for this view comes from Snellen.60 The minority
view considers GCOP “non-damage” factors that have no relation to the value of the damaged
property. Instead, GCOP, represent only a cost that would be incurred if repair or replacement
took place. Alternatively, some insurers argue that the inclusion of GCOP, where it was not
actually used, could result in an insured receiving what amounts to a windfall if permitted to
recover a cost that may never actually be incurred.61
Hess v. North Pacific Ins. Co.,62 a 1993 case, is sometimes cited in support of the
minority view,63 but has been subsequently limited and distinguished.

In Hess, the court was

asked to interpret a provision of a fire policy which stated “We will pay no more than the [ACV]
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of the damage unless: (a) actual repair or replacement is complete[d.]”64 The court interpreted
this as unambiguously establishing a limiting principal “that the company would only pay the
[ACV] until repair or replacement was completed.”65 Because the insured did not intend to
replace the home, he was entitled only to ACV under the policy. The court seemingly relied on
the fair market value rule, which is followed in Washington, to find that the defendant was not
entitled to collect the full cost to repair the structure but instead only entitled to recover the value
of the property as it stood following the covered event.66 Accordingly, the court held that an
insured under a fire policy was not entitled to recover the full replacement costs of his destroyed
dwelling unless actual repair or replacement was undertaken and completed and upheld the
insurer’s ACV calculation.67
But in Hess, the plaintiff’s fatal flaw was seeking full replacement costs under the policy,
instead of accepting the policy provision that required payment of ACV where no repairs were
made. Instead, the plaintiff could have argued that the ACV under the policy should have
included GCOP. In Holden v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Washington,68 the court addressed the
inclusion of sales tax in the ACV calculation of property damaged by fire, but not replaced. Like
GCOP, sales tax was a cost not incurred until actual rebuilding took place and so was subject to
dispute. The policy coverage at issue provided for the settlement of losses according to the fair
market value of the damaged property, and the insurer argued that FMV “necessarily excludes
transaction costs, such as sales tax, because these extra costs do not add to the value of an
64
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object.”69 The court disagreed, and found that whether an ACV claimant actually replaces
damaged property has no logical bearing on the property's FMV.70 More importantly, the court
noted that Hess71 concerned “the interpretation of a replacement cost coverage provision, not an
ACV provision.”72 Accordingly, the court said, any discussion of ACV in that case is nonbinding dicta.
B. Majority View
In the majority of jurisdictions, GCOP is a reimbursable expense in property claims, even
where no actual repairs were undertaken, if use of a general contractor is reasonably likely. This
view was articulated recently in Mills v. Foremost Ins. Co.,73 where the Eleventh Circuit
approved class certification for a class of plaintiffs denied GCOP payments in ACV payments.
In Mills, a mobile home insured by Foremost Ins. Co. was damaged by Hurricane Frances.74 The
policy defined ACV as “the cost to repair or replace property with new materials of like kind and
quality” less certain depreciation.75 Foremost withheld GCOP and taxes from a partial payment,
and the insureds filed suit on behalf of all of Foremost’s mobile home insurance policyholders in
Florida who submitted claims to their mobile homes caused by hurricanes in 2004.76
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After the District Court dismissed the case, holding that the plaintiffs were required to
show that they had actually hired a general contractor in order to receive GCOP, 77 the Eleventh
Circuit reversed. The court looked to the policy definition of ACV, and analyzed whether “the
cost to repair or replace property with new materials” properly included GCOP. Finding that the
language did not suggest that completion of repair or replacement was a condition precedent to
payment on an ACV claim, the court applied the broad evidence rule and found that GCOP “are
well-recognized types of costs routinely charged.”78 Accordingly, the court held that “if it was
reasonably likely that the plaintiffs' repairs would involve a general contractor, then it did not
matter under the [ACV] definition … whether or not the plaintiffs actually hired a general
contractor to be entitled to the additional payment.”79
The Court in Mills rightly noted that the “weight of authority on the issue” supported the
result.80 In New York, where courts follow the broad evidence rule, the court has held that an
insurer may not automatically deduct GCOP from an ACV payment.81 In Mazzocki v. State
Farm Fire & Cas. Corp.,82 homeowners suffered storm damage to property insured under the
standard HO5 policy included supra. In a class action suit, the homeowners alleged that the
insurer’s exclusion of the profit and overhead expenses of a general contractor in calculating the
ACV of the plaintiffs’ damaged properties constituted a breach of State Farm’s homeowners’
policies. The court, looking to other jurisdictions for guidance, found that “replacement cost”
77
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under the policy could be reasonably interpreted to include GCOP when it is reasonably likely
that a general contractor will be needed to repair or replace the damage.83 Therefore, the court
found that State Farm was obligated to include GCOP both in its calculation of replacement cost,
and in ACV, whenever a general contractor was likely to be needed.84
In Texas, “[i]t is [also] settled law that insurers may not deduct, or withhold, GCOP …
from an ACV payment.”85 Texas follows the replacement cost less depreciation rule, and defines
replacement costs as “any cost that an insured is reasonably likely to incur in repairing or
replacing a covered loss.”86 Because GCOP are factored into policy limits and contractors' bids,
Texas courts consider them reasonably likely to be incurred. Accordingly, Texas courts require
GCOP included in an ACV settlement. In Pennsylvania, 87 which also follows a variation of the
replacement cost less depreciation rule, courts have repeatedly held that an “insured is entitled to
overhead and profit where use of a general contractor would be reasonably likely, even if no
contractor is used or no repairs are made.” In Arizona, courts also follow the majority rule. 88
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In Michigan, which also follows the replacement cost less depreciation rule, courts have
taken an even more inclusive stance on ACV. In Salesin v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.,89 the
policyholder’s home was insured under the State Farm HO5 policy included supra when a
leaking washing machine hose caused water damage to his home. The policyholder asserted that
State Farm wrongfully withheld $5,581.79 in GCOP when adjusting the loss, arguing that “the
term [ACV] allows the deduction of depreciation but not of contractor's overhead and profit.”90
State Farm relied on Snellen91 for “the proposition that the term [ACV] allows the deduction of
both depreciation and contractor's overhead and profit.”92
As with most policies, ACV in the policy in Salesin was undefined. The court applied
the applicable rule in Michigan, the replacement cost less depreciation rule. Finding that the
policyholder had paid a premium for a full replacement cost policy, the court could not
meaningfully distinguish GCOP and other contingent estimated costs for replacement in the
policy. The court reasoned that because all repair or replacement costs are contingent, it would
be “no more logical to exclude the former, on the grounds that it is a “non-damage factor,” than
… the latter.”93 Accordingly, the court held that State Farm owed the insured GCOP, despite the
fact that the policyholder would “almost certainly” not incur that expense.94
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The standard for determining whether services of a general contractor are reasonably
likely will almost certainly raise questions of fact to be determined on a case-by-case basis,95 but
some cases also suggest use of the three trade rule. The three-trade rule states that GCOP should
be paid if more than three trade categories of specialty contractors or subcontractors are
needed.96 In Burgess v. Farmers Ins. Co., Inc.,97 the insured argued that once “a determination
[is made] that three trades are implicated in the repair of the property … it is presumed that a
general contractor is necessary to coordinate, supervise, and oversee the repair.”98 The case was
settled after the court upheld the class certification, though, and the court did not reach the issue
of whether the three trade rule is an accepted industry standard.99 Additional cases raising the
issue have also been settled final to resolution of the issue.100
IV. Recommendations
A. GCOP Should be Included in All Jurisdictions
As an advocate for the insured, public insurance adjusters must support the majority view
that GCOP must be included where use of a general contractor is reasonably likely. The
majority view is supported by legal authority and considerations of fairness and efficiency, and
will allow the insured to recover the actual amount due under his or her replacement cost policy.
First, as discussed above, the weight of case law supports the view that GCOP should be
included where use of a general contractor is reasonably likely. In addition, the view expressed
95
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in the minority view cases has been expressly repudiated by a number of state insurance
commissions.101 In Texas, the Department of Insurance issued a bulletin which states that “[t]he
deduction of prospective contractors´ overhead and profit and sales tax in determining [ACV]
under a replacement cost policy is improper, is not a reasonable interpretation of the policy
language, and is unfair to insureds.”102 In Colorado, the Division of Insurance issued a bulletin
stating its position that “[i]nsurers shall be prohibited from deducting contractors’ overhead and
profit in addition to depreciation when policyholders do not repair or replace the structure.”103
The Colorado Div. of Ins. also addressed the limiting provisions discussed supra, finding that the
provision does not permit deduction for GCOP in calculating ACV.
Public adjusters must also support the majority view because it allows for efficient
resolution of building claims disputes for replacement cost policies. Under the rule of contra
proferentum, if a provision in an insurance policy is subject to more than one reasonable
interpretation, it is considered ambiguous and must be construed against the insurer.104 Given
the discussion supra, it seems clear that at least two reasonable interpretations of the standard
provisions in the typical property insurance policy regarding GCOP payments are possible.
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Accordingly, in any litigation challenging exclusion of GCOP under a standard policy, a court
would be required to construe the policy strictly in favor of the insured and against the insurer.
Because the issue of GCOP under a standard policy is capable of two reasonable interpretations,
and because any provision subject to more than one reasonable interpretation will be construed
against the insurer, simply construing the provisions as against the insurer in all jurisdictions will
eliminate needless litigation and promote judicial efficiency.
Also, the minority view’s argument for exclusion is illogical. The minority rule seeks to
exclude contractor profit and overhead as “non-damage” factors which will be incurred only if
rebuilding takes place. But all cost factors in a policy that allows for an actual case value
settlement in lieu of actual replacement or repair will be incurred only if rebuilding or repair
takes place. At the time of settlement of a claim where no rebuilding or repair has taken place,
the insured has not incurred the cost of labor and materials any more than he has incurred GCOP.
In fact, if an insured chooses not to repair or replace the property at all, the insured would not
incur any expenses. Because insureds are able to collect a large amount of non-incurred
expenses under the minority view, it is illogical for insurers to exclude other, non-incurred
expenses in replacement cost calculation.105
Finally, public insurance adjusters must support the majority view on inclusion of GCOP
as a matter of basic fairness. Insurance companies are not allowed to charge premiums that
exceed the risk to which they apply.106 Under a replacement cost policy, the cost of GCOP must
be included in the premium because GCOP is covered where the expense is actually incurred.
So, the insurer would be receiving a premium whose cost includes insurable values that may
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never be paid. This receipt of a premium in excess of risk covered would result in “an illegal
windfall”107 for insurance companies under the minority rule.
B. Changing Existing Practices with Bad Faith Claims
While the majority of courts have consistently invalidated withholding of GCOP in ACV
calculations, they have not sufficiently deterred the practice through bad faith suits and class
actions. As such, public insurance adjusters must become the enforcement mechanism, and
remain vigilant and be prepared to dispute settlements withholding GCOP as improper.
The majority of states recognize a first-party bad-faith claim at common law, either based
on tort of contract theory,108 so the remedy is widely available. Further, public adjuster demands
have been relied on previously for allowing a claim of bad faith. In Tritschler, the court relied
on the exchange between Tritschler’s public adjuster and Allstate, where the adjuster specifically
questioned Allstate’s basis for withholding GCOP, when it denied Allstate’s motion for
summary judgment on the claim of bad faith.109 If Tritscher had not hired a public insurance
adjuster, and that public adjuster had not directly asked Allstate for its legal basis for withholding
GCOP, the court most likely would have granted Allstate’s motion. While some class
certifications have been allowed by courts on bad faith claims, the class action suits are often
settled and do not provide precedent for GCOP inclusion.110 As such, it is important for public
insurance adjusters to demand inclusion of GCOP, which will require insurers to either offer
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GCOP, state its basis for withholding GCOP – a basis that the majority of jurisdictions have
rejected – or remain silent and risk exposure to a bad faith claim.
Conclusion
General contractor profit and overhead has been and likely will continue to be a
contentious issue among policyholders and insurers. But the consensus of the courts is
beginning to emerge. Where an insured is reasonably likely to require a general contractor, the
majority of courts that have addressed the issue require inclusion of GCOP in a property claim.
Simply put, withholding GCOP encourages protracted litigation, violates basic fairness, and has
no logical basis. But while the courts have consistently invalidated withholding of GCOP, they
have not sufficiently deterred the practice through bad faith suits and class actions. Insurance
companies will continue the practice unless it is foreclosed entirely. To combat this, public
insurance adjusters must support the inclusion of GCOP and, if insurance companies continue to
withhold these payments, must be prepared to dispute those payments as improper.

